
 

 

 

PESTICIDES debate 
OTHERS ALSO READ... 

Vernon Morning Star 

� Pesticide bans are necessary  

� Pesticide approach considered  

� Pesticides require action  

� Pesticides pulled from parks  

� Pesticide use trimmed  

Okanagan Similkameen 

� City advocating pesticide-free living  

� City balks at pesticide ban  

� City of Kelowna advocates pesticide-free lifestyle  

Published: March 25, 2010 6:00 PM  

Over the past few months, the topic of pesticide safety has been in the news quite regularly. Most newspaper 
articles seem to concern groups wishing to have "cosmetic" pesticides banned. These groups base these 
demands on scientific data claimed to support their case that these pesticides are problematic to humans, 
animals, and the environment. They also demand these bans be put in effect based on the precautionary 
principle, that they may, or they might cause cancer, or some other disease in humans. 

I’d like to look at each of these purposes that these groups use for demanding a ban. 

1. They claim that there is scientific data which supports the claim that cosmetic pesticide exposure has been 
linked to adult and childhood cancers. What should be done with these studies? What should you do if you 
had evidence of criminal intent? Where should you go with this information? The answer should be obvious. 
Any, and all data which conclusively shows a link to human harm, ought to be brought to the governing 
body (Health Canada’s Pest Management Regulatory Agency) that regulates the material said to be toxic. 
The PMRA has 350 qualified scientists (not paid by the industry) to review such evidence. Has this been 
done? I am assuming it has. Was the evidence lacking? I’m assuming it was. 

If any product has not been prohibited by the PMRA, then the evidence for harm is lacking. The medicine 
you take must also be approved by Health Canada. Why are so many willing to trust Health Canada has 
correctly reviewed the studies regarding the safely of their medicine, but not that for pesticides? Pesticides 
are the most regulated substances in Canada. 

2. It appears that another step taken by those opposed to the use of "cosmetic" pesticides is to create fear in 
the Canadian public by stating that "cosmetic" pesticides may cause cancer, or any number of other 
illnesses. You will not be able to find a statement from a qualified scientist that says that they do. Repeat it 
often enough and it may begin to ring as true. Creating this anxiety, and then offering a solution such as 
banning "cosmetic pesticides" is insidious, particularly so when the pesticides can not proven to be at fault. 

Those creating these fears claim to have the answer, a watered down version of the United Nations 
Precautionary Principle: “When the activity raises threats of harm to human health or the environment, 
precautionary measures should be taken ….” The UN version of the principle (the Rio Declaration of 1992) 
declares that the activity must create “serious and irreversible” harm to be considered under this principle. 



This more sensible definition is not the one generally used by those using scare tactics. Simply paraphrased, 
the Principle states that if something threatens to do harm, eliminate it. Such an all encompassing 
statement, if taken literally, would have us ban ladders (you might fall off), and would never have allowed 
airplanes to get off the ground (you might crash). 

It is the leading competent authority, the regulatory body of the PMRA (not unqualified, anti-pesticide 
groups), that should be in charge of deciding what products are safe enough when applied properly. The 
method of misleading the public in a debate based on fear is shameful, and bullying. Don’t lose your right on 
unfounded science (to date). 

I don’t have all the answers. I follow the regulations (integrated pest management) put in front of me by 
those who are there to protect the health of the community. I do not like that I now have to lobby the 
government to not ban "cosmetic’" pesticides that have been registered by the proper authority and certified 
as safe to use. 

I’m certain that there will be many opinions sent in to the B.C. government during the consultation process. 
I will send in mine with as little qualifications as I have, realizing that any decision on pesticides should be 
based on science, as defined by real scientists. 

If you are opposed to a prohibition of the pesticides you use, fill in the short form at 
http://www.iepma.ca/noban.html 

Henry van der Molen, 

Supergreen Lawn and Tree Care 
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priscillajudd 3 days ago  

• Do we really need scientific proof of cancer to choose a ban on cosmetic pesticides? The BC Cancer Society wants a 
cosmetic pesticide ban and that's probably enough to know. 

 



If the Province can ban cigarette smoke they can also ban pesticide from wafting out of someone's backyard. A pesticide ban 

protects people who would rather not be forced to inhale or ingest someone's pesticide.  

 

Pesticides are not certified as safe. The PMRA says they pose negligible risk to neighbours if applied "according to label directions". 

Therefore, when label directions aren't followed the risk to neighbours can be anywhere from negligible to considerable. Who wants 

to take that risk?  

 

The PMRA can't regulate reading or understanding or following label directions because that would be impossible. The only way to 

prevent label non compliance is through a ban.  

 

A pesticide ban is an economic problem for those who use pesticide but it's not a limit on everyone's "right". Changing the way we 

do business has nothing to do with PMRA science and the argument for science has nothing to do with drafting a civil statute.  

 

Why should we argue for proof of irreversible harm from pesticide? Who wants harm that's irreversible? 
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Richard Clarkson 5 days ago  

• The level of toxicity is not necessarily dose related. For example, when dioxin is generated in the reactor during 

manufacturing of a herbicide, this herbicide can be toxic in minute quantities. Lowering the temperature in the reactor may 

prevent the formation of a dioxin, but is not cost effective. 16th century Paracelsus told us that "It is the dose that makes the 

poison" and we still adhere to this maxim. Of course, there are lethal doses and doses that cause lesser or no harm, especially true 

of medications. Health Canada's Pest Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) relies almost exclusively on toxicology and 

Paracelsus wisdom. The agency doesn't study human exposures in the real world. Until recently the agency didn't employ a single 

epidemiologist. There are currently two of them and about 250 toxicologists. The critics of the PMRA argue that scientific evidence 

has to be significantly broader than the laboratory animal risk assessment on which the PMRA primarily relies. Recent independent 

epidemiological studies tell us that the human body's defence mechanism doesn't react to small doses, whereas it does react to 

large doses. This means that repeated small exposures cumulatively present a greater danger than a single large exposure. The 

PMRA doesn't take the extra risks of cumulative exposures, of combinations of pesticides and of so-called "inerts" into account. The 

last may not be inert at all. "To my knowledge" doesn't mean doubt. It is a fact that the PMRA is paid by the industry for 

evaluating the risk. The industry supplies the toxicological studies to be evaluated. It may withhold certain studies, just as it 

withholds information about "inerts". The PMRA has no labs of its own and is totally dependent on industry's toxicology. It has 

been taken to task for failing to take human exposures into account. Regrettably, the agency refuses to acknowledge the 
limitations of its method. 
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1 person liked this. 

• Nice to see that the Coalition for a Healthy Ottawa is watching (Click Richard's name). Now I'm sure that others will be 
contacted to create more "awareness". Just as so many other letters to local papers are from non residents, giving the appearance 

that opposition is huge among the populace to those who don't check any further than the article, so too I see that it happens 

here. Last week's letter addressed Jean Cottam, she probably will never see it, being from Ontario. 

I should respond to the comment. Richard, you would disagree that toxicity is dose related? Do you ingest salt? Obviously not in 

quantities that are lethal. Vinegar? Obviously not at concentrations that are dangerous. I suppose the list can go on. 

Health Canada's Toxicologists were schooled in 16th century science? Would that apply only to that particular group? Or all 

toxicologists? Have you suggested that they upgrade their qualifications? 

I'm glad to see the statement, "to my knowledge" in your sentence that industry contributes to the registration of pesticides. What 

you are really saying is that you don't know. Probably better then, to just not say it. 

What is the difference with the approval of dose levels of radiation, chemotherapy, or warfarin (sp) for thinning blood (rat poison), 

and pesticides? 

You exhalation, has second-hand effect, as does my vehicle exhaust. Are you suggesting we stop these too? 
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Richard Clarkson 5 days ago  

• Describing a real situation a criminal intent? Providing misleading information a virtue? Apparently, black is white and 

white is black! True, Health Canada's has 350 qualified scientists. Qualified in what? Toxicology, studying laboratory animals 

according to the outdated 16th century idea that "it is the dose that makes the poison"! As well, to my knowledge, industry does 

contribute towards the registration of pesticides. There is a big difference between the approval of medications and pesticides. Like 

cigarettes, pesticides are inhaled by innocent bystanders, i.e. have the second-hand effect. 
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